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Business Introduction

Static volumetric weight measuring instrument

Dynamic volumetric weight measuring
instrument

Pallet volume weight measuring instrument

Volume and weight measuring instrument series

Scan code weighing machine

Mobile picking station

Mobile packing station

Intelligent storage workstation series

Products Line

S500

S600

FR340

FR450

S700

FR560

T2000

MP Mobile distribution wall

D1000

MP400

Scenes 1, Logistics packaging type recommended
Order
information

Product length, width,
weight

Order volume

Package
volume

Recommended
packing box

With the product length, width and weight and weight basis data, the order
volume can be calculated when the order is generated. Instruct the packager to
package the order with a few boxes, which can achieve the least amount of filler
and the lowest logistics cost.

Main application industry customers: e-commerce logistics,
department stores (new retail).
Recommend models: S500, S600.

Minimized waste of packaging space
Minimum filler
Lowest logistics cost

Scenes 2, Vehicle loading optimization
Product length, width,
weight

Order
information

Shipment order total
volume weight

Compartment
volume

Recommended
vehicle model




Automatically calculate the total volume weight data of the order, and then according to the
order line planning requirements, inform customers of the choice of vans with a large load
capacity ratio. To m aximize the efficiency of customer line transportation or distribution
tasks.
The vehicle can be booked in advance, so that the vehicle has the highest full load rate and
the lowest logistics and transportation cost.

The main application customers: express / express, e-commerce retail,
especially suitable for customer models with a lot of changes in distribution
models, orders fluctuations and more.
Recommend models: S700, S600, T2000/D1000.

No vehicle space waste
The vehicle has the highest load rate
Lowest logistics cost

Scenes 3, Picking truck turnover box and quantity
review management

Order
information

Product length,
width, height

Turnover
volume

Picking task
total volume

Product length, width
height
weight

Number of
selected items

the total weight
of picking goods

Actual weighing
weight

 Select the size of the tote used when
picking
 Eliminate the step of packaging station
scanning
 Models：S500, S600
 Mainly customers：E-commerce logistics,
pharmaceutical wholesale, department stores
(new retail).

Picking
container
unpacking

There will be no box change action
in the middle of picking
picking and setting can be realized

Verification
picking
Quantity

Improve picking accuracy
Eliminate packaging and review to
improve efficiency

Scenes 4 , Logistics fee settlement review
Order
information

Delivery order
Total volume
weight

Product length, width,
height ,weight

Freight
calculation review

Logistics fee settlement
completed

 Mainly customers: logistics freight forwarding (aviation, shipping),
e-commerce, LTL express.
 Recommend models：S700,T2000, D1000

Avoid cost disputes
Traceable measurement process
Saving logistics costs

Volumetric weight measuring instrument
Product Specification

S500

S600

S700

T2000

D1000

Volume Measuring Equipment—S500U（ Ultrasonic sensor ）
Cost-effective, suitable for regular object measurement, irregular objects use
the baffle to modify the length, width and height. Suitable for e-commerce,
business super, pharmaceutical, book measurement application scenarios.

Parameter

S500U

Dimension

664*650*910mm

Maximum measured object size
(length * width * height)
Minimum measured object size
(length * width * height)

500*500*500mm
15*15*15mm

Measuring sensor

Ultrasonic distance sensor

Dimensional accuracy

±3mm

Maximum weight of the measured
object

60Kg

Weighing accuracy

±10g

Shape of the measured object

The cube, the cuboid, and the irregular object are
calculated by the cuboid that can accommodate the
object (by means of the baffle)

Operation panel

5-inch touch screen

Communication Interface

RS-232 serial port

External devices

RS-232 serial port scanning device

Optional mobile smart car to achieve related applications such as mobile measurement in
the library

Volume Measuring Equipment - S500L (laser sensor)
High precision, suitable for regular object measurement, irregular object using

baffle unilateral correction length, width and height
It is especially suitable for measurement scenarios of medicines and books.

Parameter

S500L

Dimension

664*650*910mm

Maximum measured object size
(length * width * height)
Minimum measured object size
(length * width * height)

400*400*400mm
10*10*10mm

Measuring sensor

Laser distance sensor

Dimensional accuracy

±1mm

Maximum weight of the measured
object

60Kg

Weighing accuracy

±10g

Shape of the measured object

The cube, the cuboid, and the irregular object are
calculated by the cuboid that can accommodate the
object (by means of the baffle)

Operation panel

5-inch touch screen

Communication Interface

RS-232 serial port

External devices

RS-232 serial port scanning device

Optional mobile smart car to achieve related applications such as mobile measurement
in the library.

Volume Measuring Equipment - S700L (laser sensor)
High precision, suitable for large-scale regular object measurement, irregular
objects use the baffle to modify the length, width and height. Measurements and
photograph can be taken at the warehouse.

Suitable for freight forwarding (sea shipping), e-commerce, business super
customer measurement application scenarios.
Parameters

S700L

Dimension

1140*1140*1870mm

Maximum measured object size

700*700*900mm（L*W*H）

Minimum measured object size

15*15*15mm（L*W*H）

Measuring sensor

Laser distance sensor

Dimensional accuracy

±1mm

Maximum weight of the measured
object

100Kg

Weighing accuracy

±10g

Shape of the measured object

Cubes, cuboids, irregular objects (irregular objects can be
measured with an auxiliary tool to obtain the cuboid size
that accommodates the item)

Operation panel

10-inch Android touch screen

Battery

12V 10AH

Communication Interface

WIFI

Photographing equipment

5 Million cameras

Volume measuring equipment - S600VL
Suitable for irregular object measurement, visual measurement and laser correction.
Suitable for e-commerce logistics (cross-mirror), retail customer measurement
application scenarios.

Parameters

S600VL

Dimension

900*600*2300mm

Maximum measured object size

800mm*600mm*600mm

Minimum measured object size

40mm*40mm*1mm

Measuring sensor

Vision sensor + laser distance sensor

Visual size accuracy

±3mm

Laser correction accuracy

±1mm

Maximum weight of the
measured object

60Kg

Weighing accuracy

±10g

Shape of the measured object

Cube, cuboid, irregular object

Operation panel

15-inch Windows touch screen

Communication Interface

WIFI

Photographing equipment

5 million cameras

(Optional) rechargeable power
supply
(Optional) top automatic scan
code

12V 10AH
6 million industrial reading camera

Dynamic volume measuring device - D1000-VLW
Parameter

D1000-VLW

Set size

1000*800*（780~930）mm

Measuring section size

1500*800*2700mm

Gantry distance from belt
height
Exception handling section
size

It is suitable for customer measurement application scenarios
such as logistics express, LTL express, and e-commerce.

1400mm
1000*800*（780~980）mm

Belt speed

1.5M/S

Maximum measured object
size
Minimum measured object
size

1200*600*600mm（L*W*H）

Measuring sensor

Vision sensor + laser distance sensor

Visual size accuracy

±15mm

Maximum weight of the
measured object

60Kg

Weighing accuracy

±40g

Shape of the measured
object

Cube, cuboid, no protruding irregular
objects

Operation panel

15 inch Windows touch screen

Bar code reading

Code128；Code39；EAN13

Bar code minimum
resolution

13mil

200*200*100mm（L*W*H）

Pallet Volume Measuring Equipment - T2000-VW
Parameter

T2200-VW

Volume measuring head

Four network infrared machine vision
heads

Lens height from the ground

3500mm

3. The goods tested

Measuring speed

1s

4. Operation panel

Maximum measured object
size
Minimum measured object
size

1200*1200*2000mm（L*W*H）

Visual size accuracy

±20mm

8. Visual measurement head

Maximum weight of the
measured object

2000Kg

9. Fixed frame (customized)

Weighing accuracy

±0.5kg

Minimum measured object
weight

20kg

Weighbridge size

1.5*1.5M

Shape of the measured
object

Cube, cuboid, no protruding irregular
objects

Operation panel

15 inch Windows touch screen

Operating system

Win10

Camera

10 million pixels

1. Weighbridge
2. Pallet

5. Printing module (optional)
6. The scanner
7. Weighing read head

10. Panoramic camera
(optional)

Suitable for retail express, e-commerce, freight forwarding (aviation shipping) customer
measurement application scenarios.

400*400*400mm（L*W*H）

Shaped (ultra-long) volume measuring device electronic ruler

H450 electronic measuring ruler







Maximum 4.5 meters, Bluetooth transmission
Optional laser scanning head
Optional laser measuring head
Save transcription and entry actions
Can be used as a supplement to static measuring
instruments
Occasionally there are extra long pieces measured
with a measuring ruler

Smart Storage Workstation
Product Specifications

FR340

FR450

FR560

MP Mobile distribution wall

MP400

Weighing and scanning machine - FR340
Industry

Goods Type

Application
scenario

Small
courier (site)

Small parcels, cartons,
envelopes
Size: 0.5cm~40cm
Weight: <30Kg

Scanning and
weighing of
parts such as
parts/parts/sel
f-lifting

Crossborder ecommerce
warehouse

Enterprise
shipment
(cost
accounting)

Scanning and
Small parcels, cartons,
weighing of
merchandise
the goods
Size: 0.5cm~40cm
receipt/shipme
Weight: <30Kg
nt

Small parcels, carton
Size: 0.5cm~40cm
Weight: <30Kg

Shipping scan
code,
weighing



Return on
investment
Replace scanning
PDA/PC+ scanner
solution to increase
work efficiency and
reduce manual
investment
Replace scanning
PDA/PC+ scanner
solution to increase
work efficiency and
reduce manual
investment
Replace scanning
PDA/PC+ scanner
solution to increase
work efficiency and
reduce manual
investment

Remark

Configuration

Express station
Bar code
recognition
module

Cross-border e-commerce
warehouses, small items

Collect shipment records for
express company
accounting fees

FR series automatic weighing and scanning code

equipment is suitable for various business scenarios

Weighing
module
Parcel
parameter

Software
Environment

in the logistics industry, which can effectively reduce
the labor intensity of operators, improve work
efficiency and reduce manpower input.


FR340 is optimized for small goods/constrained work
spaces/lightweight scenes, lightweight and cost
effective

Working
environment

Parameter item

Parameter value

Industrial camera
Optical lens
light source
Fill light power
Bar code minimum
resolution
Bar code printing
contrast

1 / depth of field 40cm
Focal length 16mm
Ambient light + fill light 1
7W
10mil@EAN-13，PCS=90%

>30%（EAN-13 100%，PCS
90%）
EAN-8/13;UPC-A/E;Code128；
1D barcode system
Code39；Code93；
2D barcode system
Data Matrix；QR Code；
Weighing
400X300mm
countertop
Weighing accuracy
±5g
Weight capacity
50kg(including own weight)
50X50X5mm ~
Parcel size
400X400X400mm
Package weight
30g ~ 30kg
Operating system
Win7/win8/win10；
Decoding software

Standard software decoding

Camera interface
Weighing interface
Workbench
illumination
Operating
temperature
Working humidity
Storage
temperature
Storage humidity

Gigabit network port/USB3.0
RS232 port

Power

1000Lux~20000lux
0~50°C
5%~90% (no condensation)
-10°C~60°C
0%~90% (no condensation)
AC220V to DC12V power
adapter

Weighing and scanning machine - FR450
Industry

Goods Type

Application
scenario

Internatio
nal
express
delivery
(small
package)

Small parcels, carton
Size: 0.5cm~40cm
Weight: <30Kg

Receipt/shipp
ing scan
code,
weighing

Crossborder ecommerce
warehous
e
Domestic
express
(small
pieces)

Small parcels, carton
Size: 0.5cm~40cm
Weight: <30Kg

Receipt/shipp
ing scan
code,
weighing

Small parcels, carton
Size: 0.5cm~40cm
Weight: <30Kg

Receipt/shipp
ing scan
code,
weighing



Return on
investment
Replace scanning
PDA/PC+ scanner
solution to increase
work efficiency and
reduce manual
investment
Replace scanning
PDA/PC+ scanner
solution to increase
work efficiency and
reduce manual
investment
Replace scanning
PDA/PC+ scanner
solution to increase
work efficiency and
reduce manual
investment

Configuration
Remark

International air/land
express

Cross-border ecommerce
warehouses, small
items

Bar code
recognition
module

FR series automatic weighing and scanning
code equipment is suitable for various

Weighing
module

Industrial
computer

Software
Environment

business scenarios in the logistics industry,
which can effectively reduce the labor
intensity of operators, improve work

Working
environment

efficiency and reduce manpower input.


The FR450 is optimized for small pieces of
goods and is very cost effective.

Parameter value

Industrial camera
Optical lens
light source
Fill light power
Bar code minimum
resolution
Bar code printing contrast

1 / depth of field 40cm
Focal length 16mm
Ambient light + fill light 2
7W

Belt conveyor
Volume
module
HD color
camera

10mil@EAN-13，PCS=90%

Operating system
Decoding software
Camera interface
Weighing interface
Workbench illumination
Operating temperature
Working humidity
Storage temperature
Storage humidity
Power
Non-standard (optional 1)

>30%（EAN-13 100%，PCS 90%）
EAN-8/13;UPC-A/E;Code128；
Code39；Code93；
Data Matrix；QR Code；
500X400mm
±10g
80kg (including own weight)
50X50X5mm ~ 500X400X400mm
30g ~ 30kg
J1900/4G/64G-SSD/Gigabit
Ethernet*1/100M network
card*1/WiFi/USB*4/ port*2/18.5
inch
LCD/Keyboard/Mouse/Speaker
Win7/win8/win10；
Standard software decoding
Gigabit network port/USB3.0
RS232 ports
1000Lux~20000lux
0~50°C
5%~90%（no condensation）
-10°C~60°C
0%~90%（no condensation）
AC220V
60W/0.5m/second/RS232 control

Non-standard (optional 2)

Vision sensor / accuracy±5mm

Non-standard (optional 3)

8 million pixels / USB2.0 /
adjustable focus

1D barcode system

Package
parameter
Domestic small
express

Parameter item

2D barcode system
Weighing countertop
Weighing accuracy
Weight capacity
Package size
Package weight

Default configuration

Weighing and scanning machine— FR560
Configuration
Industry

Goods Type

Application
scenario

Air freight
forwardin
g

Medium/small package,
carton
Size: 20cm~80cm
Weight: <80Kg

Receiving
code
scanning,
weighing

Internatio
nal
express

LTL
Express

Medium/small package, Receipt/shipp
carton
ing scan
Size: 20cm~80cm
code,
Weight: <80Kg
weighing

Medium/small parcels,
cartons, bulk goods
Size: 20cm~100cm
Weight: <80Kg

Receipt/shipp
ing scan
code,
weighing



Return on
investment
Replace scanning
PDA/PC+ scanner
solution to increase
work efficiency and
reduce manual
investment
Replace scanning
PDA/PC+ scanner
solution to increase
work efficiency and
reduce manual
investment
Replace scanning
PDA/PC+ scanner
solution to increase
work efficiency and
reduce manual
investment

Remark

DHL/FedEx/UPS/TNT,
etc. all levels
Freight agents

Bar code
recognition
module

Industrial camera
Optical lens
light source
Fill light power
Bar code minimum
resolution
Bar code printing contrast

2 / depth of field 80cm
Focal length 16mm/12mm
Ambient light + fill light 2
7W
10mil@EAN-13，PCS=90%

Operating system
Decoding software
Camera interface
Weighing interface
Workbench illumination
Operating temperature
Working humidity
Storage temperature
Storage humidity
Power

>30%（EAN-13 100%，PCS 90%）
EAN-8/13;UPC-A/E;Code128；
Code39；Code93；
Data Matrix；QR Code；
600X500mm（Roller diameter 50mm，
gap 30mm）
±10g
100kg（(including own weight）
200X200X10mm ~ 800X700X800mm
30g ~ 80kg
I3/4G/64G-SSD/J1900/4G/64GSSD/Gigabit Ethernet*1/100M
network card*1/WiFi/USB*4/
port*2/18.5 inch
LCD/Keyboard/Mouse/Speaker
Win7/win8/win10；
Standard software decoding
Gigabit network port/USB3.0
RS232 port
1000Lux~20000lux
0~50°C
5%~90%（no condensation）
-10°C~60°C
0%~90%（no condensation）
AC220V

Non-standard (optional 1)

Vision sensor / accuracy±5mm

Non-standard (optional 2)

8 million pixels / USB2.0 / adjustable
focus

2D barcode system

International Air
Express Line

Weighing
module

Small and mediumsized goods

Package
parameter
Industrial
computer

FR series automatic weighing and scanning code
Software
Environment

scenarios in the logistics industry, which can
effectively reduce the labor intensity of operators,
improve work efficiency and reduce manpower

Working
environment

input.
FR450 is specially designed for medium and smallsized goods and has excellent application
capabilities.

Parameter value

1D barcode system

equipment is suitable for various business



Parameter item

Volume
module
HD color
camera

Weighing countertop
Weighing accuracy
Weight capacity
Package size
Package weight

Default configuration

Order Picking Trolley—The big cargo order
Order box

Weighing review

Tablet PC
High speed
reading head

RFID tied box

Trolley body
Printing module
Power-supply
system

DPS electronic lable

According to the electronic label prompt four
order boxes of the Order Picking Trolley
Distribute to the tote at one time
There are electronic label order positions and delivery
numbers, and the error rate is greatly reduced.

Order Picking Trolley—Big cargo six order boxes
version including printing function

Order Picking Trolley—Large, medium and small
three types box trolley including RFID tied box

Order Picking Trolley- Master trolley picking
After the combination, they are pushed to the fluent shelf area for picking. After picking up, the
car is pulled to packing, then replace the empty trolley picking again.
Works well with fluent shelves, especially for star products. Equivalent to a mobile broadcast
wall

Tricolor lamp sorting shelf

Weighing compound picking equipment

Customer case

Customer Analysis
Cosmetics industry

High value of goods
Customers have high requirements for accuracy

Retail chain

Store delivery
High time requirement

Discrete manufacturing
In-product delivery
Match production line beat

Pharmaceutical industry
Wholesale distribution of medicines
Batch drug monitoring code record

Third party logistics warehouse
Store delivery
Large amount of pick and place

E-commerce warehouse

Great demand for picking
Distribution to personal have big change

Retail customers (supermarket, pharmaceutical wholesale)

E-commerce customer (platform / cross-border)

Logistics, freight forwarding customers

Industrial manufacture

Foreign customers

S600VL Super market

 Basic data enter to S600VL
 Import to customer WMS system

S500U-Best supply chain
 Basic data entry S500U
 Enter the data program into the client software system in Shanghai,
Hangzhou, Changsha, Tianjin, Wuhan, Beijing, etc. 10 logistics
warehouses

S700U-Dennis Supermarket

 Basic data entry S700U
 Enter data program
into customer-owned
program

S700U-ID Logistics Carrefour

 Basic data entry S700U
 Import to customer's main
program

S600-SKU data entry customer

E-commerce SKU basic data
collection customer base ：
Taotao, Wumei, the
original life, L'Oreal ……

Express parcel sorting

Quanzhou Postal：
Express parcel scanning code,
weighing
AGV package

Intelligent sorting equipment case 1

Intelligent sorting equipment case 2

Intelligent mobile picking and weighting packing station
（Suzhou）

Intelligent mobile picking trolley workstation (Hong
Kong, Malaysia Logistics Center)

Intelligent mobile picking trolley workstation (Zhuzhou
Logistics)

Contact Us

CONTACT US
Masterpiece Technology (International) Co., Ltd

www.mptic.com
0755-25174100

sales@mptic.com
3/F, Jifeng Building, No 21, Tiancheng Road, Tao Xia Cun, Dalang, Longhua
District, Shenzhen City, China

Thank You！

